
Incoming Sophomores: 
I am going easy on you this summer and giving you a very short novella as your summer 
reading work. You could easily read it in few days if you so chose. However, you will be called 
upon to demonstrate that you have done so not only in a paper that you will write this summer, 
but also in an assessment that will be given at the start of the 2019-2020 school year.  
 
Materials Needed: George Orwell’s Animal Farm 
You are encouraged to supply your own copy, however, if you would like to see me before the 
end of the school year, you may sign out one of mine, for which you will be held responsible. I 
am a compulsive in-text notetaker, so I always want my own copy of any book.  
 
 
Assignment: 
Before you read- (In your document, label this section “Before I Read”) 

1. Research George Orwell. In a paragraph or two, give a brief account of who he was, 
what his life was like, what he was known for, etc… 

2. Research what a fable is. Give a brief, (a few sentences to a paragraph) description of 
what a fable is, how it functions, and the purpose it serves.  

3. Research and give a brief description of allegory. Most importantly, provide an example 
of allegory that you have read or seen, what it represented and how it functioned.  

4. (This is the big one) Research the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. The novella is an allegory 
for this and surrounding events. It’s important that you go into it with at least a limited 
understanding of what happened. Provide a paragraph or two overview of the Revolution 
to ensure your understanding.  

 
 
After you read- (In your document, label this section “After I Read”). This is the essay portion of 
your summer work. Choose one of the following prompts. Write a short, one page essay 
including at least one quotes from the text and at least one outside source. Essays should be 
written in MLA format (consult https://owl.english.purdue.edu) and must include a Works Cited 
page, properly formatted.  
 

1. Discuss some of the parallels between Orwell’s Animal Farm and the Bolshevik 
Revolution. Use characters, events, battles, etc… 

2. The types of animals that Orwell chose to represent different types of people or specific 
people was all done intentionally. What types of animals did he choose to represent 
what types of people, and why?  

3. Discuss Orwell’s personal political philosophy and how it is demonstrated in the novella.  
4. How were the socialist ideas of Old Major and Snowball corrupted by Napoleon? 

 
 


